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1.0 Background
1.1 Program Background
The North East Community Foundation was formed in 1991. The first directors were
elected and the first officers appointed in May, and the foundation received Tax Exempt
status as a Public Foundation from the IRS in September.
In January, 1992, the NECF received a $100,000 anonymous gift, enabling the foundation
to begin having a significant impact in the community. The NECF was originally founded to
collect and channel pledges for a project to create a presence for higher education in the
Borough of North East, working closely with Mercyhurst College to establish a campus
aboard the former St. Mary’s Seminary property which had been closed for a number of
years.
First large anonymous gift.
In January 1992, an anonymous gift of $100,000 was received by the Foundation to be
used for other charitable purposes and establish the organization as a true public
foundation within the community. This gift enabled the NECF to make its first additional
award that year—a grant of $2,500 to bring Artrain to North East. Sponsors included North
East Arts Council, North East Historical Society, North East Lakeshore Railroad Society, and
the North East Chamber.
Founders Group formed in 1994.
In February 1994, a Founders Group was formed from a group of active supporters in an
effort to establish future funding sources. Letters sent to solicit funds for other charitable
giving in the community resulted in NECF grants that year to McCord Library, Community
Nursing Services, and the North East Arts Council.
Emphasis on estate planning.
In September 1994, an informational breakfast meeting was held for local attorneys and
financial planners to discuss plans for estate planning and planned giving programs, and
those ongoing efforts continue to be very successful.
Dorothy Bertges-Thornton Estate gift received in 1997.
In early 1997, the NECF received $136,005 from the estate of Dorothy Bertges-Thornton,
with the income being designated for use by six local organizations. To date, more than
$30,000 has been awarded to those organizations from the Bertges-Thornton Fund.
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Yearly financial support continues.
The level of annual support by the community has been very gratifying. One example of
ongoing support for the Foundation are gifts from the Robert S. and Janet L. Miller Family
Foundation through the United Way, and there are many others.
Affiliation with The Erie Community Foundation brings benefits
In March 2001, the Board of Directors signed an affiliation agreement with The Erie
Community Foundation. This agreement provides our small group with the investment and
development expertise of a $250 million foundation without sacrificing control over how
our funds are distributed.
(Source: NECF website [necommunityfoundation.org])

As the North East Community Foundation continues its efforts to grow its assets and to
expand its grants to a variety of organizations, efforts and initiatives, the foundation and its
board has embarked on a strategic planning process to help ensure that the foundation is
properly positioned and well-focused on the current and future needs of the North East
Community, with the ability to support efforts and initiatives which may be
transformational in the lives of the diverse constituencies served and sustained by the
foundation.

To accomplish this task, the foundation has created a task force to lead the effort in
creating a strategic plan to help serve as a long-term tool to help guide the North East
Community Foundation in its future endeavors.

Strategic Planning is a form of Marketing Research
•

Involves the collection and evaluation of relevant data

•

Designed to help an organization’s decision makers to make better decisions

It is often helpful for an organization’s leaders to ask the “in-a-perfect-world” question:
“In a perfect world, what type of information would we like to learn from the strategic
planning process” and what would we like to be able to do with the strategic plan?”
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(Taking the time to consciously ask this question at the beginning of the process helps an
organization to ensure that the data to be collected is relevant, that the results will be of
value and that they may be actionable.)

To that end, the following are some of the NECF’s desired strategic planning outcomes:
1.
•

Redefine Mission
Community thought leaders

•

Shaping the future of North East

•

Promoting private public partnerships

•

Having the pulse on the communities needs

•

Continue building credibility within the community and inspiring philanthropy

2.

Defining and communicating NECF’s leadership role in the community

•

There are a lot of well-intended organizations and people wanting North East to
succeed. But there seems to be a void on pulling that energy, desire, and planning
together into one aligned approach. NECF is positioned to be the community
leadership instrument fostering collaboration and facilitating action.

•

The NECF has a mysterious perception within the community, its important through
this process that the foundation successfully define: its purpose, its plan, and
articulate clearly its role within the community while effectively controlling its
messaging.

3.

Update organizational structure to support a $20MM Community Foundation

•

Structure to align with the requirements to successfully fulfill the strategic plan

•

Review and revise roles and responsibilities of board members and officers to meet
strategic plan objectives

•

Review, revise and expand committees to achieve strategic plan objectives:
Executive, Nominating, Asset Development, Grant Making, Marketing, Community
Relations, Government Affairs, etc.
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•

The potential need for full-time staffing to achieve the planning will be essential for
achieving success of plan

•

The NECF may need a storefront (building) for the staff, this will also assist in the
awareness of the Foundation

4.

Develop a plan to grow foundation assets to $20MM by 2030

5.

Develop granting policies that are strategically transformational

6.

Review of the bylaws post strategic plan to align with strategy

Strategic Planning is a linear process which helps an organization answer three
questions, en route to the development of a formal plan of action:

Where are We?
o

Analysis of market conditions, noting changes and determining whether those are
temporary or permanent in nature (possibly reactionary, in response to some
outside dynamic).

o

Involve key stakeholders, gathering input and understanding the hopes, dreams,
concerns and fears of their organizations and their respective constituencies. (This
series of meetings will help us to better understand how these organizations and
groups view the NECF and what role they believe the Foundation should play in the
future of North East as a community.
These groups should include (but not be limited to:)
▪

Borough and Township Officials

▪

Clergy and lay leadership from North East Churches (Church Council)

▪

NE School Superintendent, St. Greg’s Principal, and board presidents

▪

Members from the boards of the Library, Railway Museum, NE Historical
Society, Arts Council, Community Nurses, Project Love, NEIB, Food Pantry,
Boy/Girl Scouts
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▪

Civic organizations who raise funds to help various segments of the
community (VFW, American Legion, Moose, Brotherhood of St Joseph, NE
Athletic Club, 4-Nine)

▪

The retail, recreational, and tourism business community

▪

The manufacturing community

▪

The commercial farming community

▪

North East Wineries

▪

Downtown North East, Sustain North East, and Chamber of Commerce

▪

The Police and Fire Departments

▪

(Future) Foundations – Erie, Union City & Corry Community, and Hirtzel

▪

(Future) County and State Officials (Dan Laughlin, Curt Sonney, Brian Shank)

Each would be asked to complete a short questionnaire in preparation for a 60-90minute discussion on the current state of life in North East, awareness of the NECF
and its membership, as well as an Organizational SWOT analysis for our community,
from their perspective (and that of those they represent):
▪

Strengths

▪

Weaknesses

▪

Opportunities

▪

Threats

(We would ask for a couple of thoughts that first came to mind in each of these
categories when they thought of North East, as a community.)
Where are We (North East) today as a community?
Where should we be in 5-15 years?
How do you believe we should get there?

Each organization would be asked to explain what they know about the NECF and
what they think the role/function of the NECF is today.
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They would be asked how they have interacted with the NECF to date.
In the course of the discussion, they would also be asked what they believe the role
of the NECF could (and should) be in the years to come.
The goal would be to conduct these in-person sessions (in a safe, socially-distant)
environment, over a 6-8 week period.
The data collected from the questionnaires and key points from the in-person
discussions would be captured, quantified and evaluated across all groups and their
constituencies. KeyStone Research Corporation would provide a full report (at no
cost to the Foundation) analyzing the data collected.
With that information in-hand, the NECF Strategic Planning Task Force would have
a solid base of information from which to begin the next steps in the Foundation’s
strategic planning process.

1.2

Population Served
The population to be served by the North East Community Foundation includes the
residents, businesses organizations and stakeholders in North East Borough and
North East Township.
It is hoped that the information gained from this effort will also help benefit those
in neighboring communities, Erie County, and any who might visit the community.

2.0

Project Methodology

The methodology for this project was to utilize a combination of quantitative and qualitative
techniques for data collection, to provide some insight from the unique perspective of specific
segments of the population served by the North East Community Foundation.

2.1

Stakeholder Survey

Lists of potential participants were created, in an attempt to gather a comprehensive
representation of organizations, businesses, governmental and religious leaders, to include
as many diverse constituencies possible.
Those participants were then grouped together under more broad categories for
organizational purposes and to schedule future group discussions.
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Those broad categories/groups were defined as:
•

Community Groups, to include the Chamber, Downtown, Sustain and Advance NE

•

Recreation, Arts and Social Services Organizations

•

Businesses and Wineries

•

NE School District Board and administration

•

Government Affairs & Public Safety

•

Religious Leaders / Council of Churches

•

NECF Board Members

Each participant was sent a survey explaining the process. Each was asked to complete the
survey and to bring it with them to their particular discussion session. Surveys were
collected and tabulated – Individual comments were captured and the frequency of
comments were tracked under each question/topic to help identify trends across the total
number of individuals participating in the process.
(A copy of the cover letter and survey may be found in Appendix A.)

2.2

Stakeholder Sessions

The stakeholder sessions were conducted over a 90-minute session. Members of the NECF
strategic planning task force sat in on each session and participated in the dialogue. A similar
format was followed in each session; the goal was not to replicate the experience of the
survey itself, but to follow-up on some of the major points within the survey and to provide a
platform from which participants could let their thoughts be heard on a variety of topics.
The basic format for each session included:
•

Touched on the Elements of SWOT for North East, as a Community

•

Discussed Community Needs and Concerns

•

The role of Planning for the Future of North East as a Community and Who Should
be Involved

•

The Current and Future Role of the North East Community Foundation

•

Potential Action Items for Consideration
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Notes were captured on a flip chart during each session and Jennifer Smith took more
detailed notes via laptop to provide greater context for the task force in the strategic
planning process which will follow this effort.
(The Flip Chart Notes collected from each session may be found in Section 4 of this report.)

3.0 Stakeholder Survey Findings
Community SWOT Analysis
Table 1:
Community and business stakeholders were asked to provide their assessment, via
a SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) regarding the current state
(and the future) of North East Community. Stakeholders rated each category on a scale from 1
(strongly disagree to strongly agree). Community and business leaders responded with a 4.08 in
Strength, 2.87 in Weakness, 3.09 in Opportunity, and 3.14 in Threat.
Breaking these averages down, community members believe that North East is strong as a
community (4.08), has few weaknesses (2.87), there are some opportunities for growth (3.09), and
there are some threats that must be addressed (3.14).
Table 2: For each question, stakeholders were able to provide open-ended feedback.
Throughout the process of evaluating the data collected, similar comments were noted and
tabulated as a means of showing the most common or popular feedback in each section provided
by respondents. The following are some highlights, with the largest number of similar comments
identified within parentheses:
Strengths
Community members believe that there are many strengths of the North East community, the
most notable being that the community rallies together (20), and is well-resourced (8).
Weaknesses
The most mentioned weaknesses include, lack of local government leadership (4), lack of
communication (3), loss of business (3), losing Mercyhurst (3), assets are under-utilized (3), lack of
adequate housing (3), ad poverty (3).
Opportunities
The biggest opportunity currently for the North East community is figuring out the future for the
Mercyhurst North East property (4).
Threats
Several areas that need addressed moving forward include drug use (10), poverty (4), empty
storefronts (3), limited programs for youth (3), and lack of local leadership (3).
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Table 1: SWOT Analysis
Strength
Weakness
Opportunity
Threat

N
40
38
34
35

Mean
4.08
2.87
3.09
3.14

Min
3
0
0
0

Max
5
4
5
5

St. Dev.
0.616
0.777
1.379
0.912

Table 2: Stakeholder Comments on SWOT Analysis
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strengths

•

Weaknesses

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comments
Community rallies together (20)
Well-resourced community (8)
Small town atmosphere (3)
Family friendly (2)
Strong leadership (2)
Strong economic base (2)
Well-connected community
Grape country
Near major cities
Lack of local government leadership (4)
Lack of communication (3)
Loss of business (3)
Losing Mercyhurst (3)
Assets underutilized (3)
Lack of adequate housing (3)
Poverty (3)
Resistance to change (2)
Low income (low wages) (2)
Lack of activities for children and teens (2)
Empty or closing storefronts (2)
Lack of long-term visionary planning
Keeping young adults engaged
Permanent access to beach
Non-native North East residents have difficulty forming
connections
Tight knit community
Bigotry
Lack of transportation
Lack of adequate senior housing
Drugs
Lack of diversity
Struggle between retailers and wineries
Too reliant on agriculture
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Opportunities

Threats

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mercyhurst transition (4)
Proximity to lake (2)
Support local business (2)
Manufacturing
Senior housing
Expand assets
Retail
Festivals
Fishing
Farming
Tourism
Restaurants
Jobs
Investing in North East
Spire Institute
Need leadership
Increase job opportunities
Increase outdoor activities
Drug use (10)
Poverty (4)
Empty storefronts (3)
Limited programs for youth (3)
Lack of leadership (3)
Lack of downtown activities (2)
Losing too many community events (2)
Lack of cultural diversity (2)
Aging infrastructure
Changing climate
Changing demographics
Unwilling to change
Unwilling to work together
Lack of industry
Drifting teens
Weather dependent farmers
Aging community
Lack of public transportation
Lack of community center
Lack of childcare
Lackluster beach
Job loss
Lack of resources
Big box retail
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•
•
•
•

Lack of involvement
Slum landlords
Blight
Loss of chamber

Strengths
Religious Leaders

Community Groups
Businesses and Wineries

Recreation, Arts and Social Services
Organizations

Government Affairs
NE School District Board and Administration
NECF Board Members

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community rallies together (8)
Well-resourced community (8)
Small town atmosphere
Community rallies together (1)
Near major cities
Community rallies together (6)
Well-resourced community (4)
Small town atmosphere
Family friendly
Grape country
Community rallies together (2)
Well-resourced community (2)
Small town atmosphere
Strong leadership
Strong economic base
Strong leadership
Strong economic base
Community rallies together (1)
Family friendly
Community rallies together (3)
Well-resourced community (2)
Well-connected community

Weaknesses
Religious Leaders

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of local government leadership (2)
Lack of communication
Loss of business (2)
Losing Mercyhurst
Assets underutilized (2)
Lack of adequate housing
Poverty
Resistance to change
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Community Groups
Businesses and Wineries

Recreation, Arts, and Social Services
Organizations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Struggle between retailers and wineries
Too reliant on agriculture
Lack of local government leadership (2)
Lack of communication (2)
Loss of business
Losing Mercyhurst (2)
Assets underutilized
Lack of adequate housing (2)
Poverty (2)
Resistance to change
Low income (low wages) (2)

•
•
•

Lack of adequate senior housing
Drugs
Lack of diversity

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of diversity
Lack of activities for children and teens (2)
Empty or closing storefronts (2)
Lack of long-term visionary planning
Keeping young adults engaged
Permanent access to beach
Non-native North East residents have
difficulty forming community connections

Tight knit community
Bigotry
Lack of transportation

Government Affairs

NE School District Board and Administration
NECF Board Members

Opportunities
Religious Leaders

Community Groups
Businesses and Wineries

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mercyhurst transition (4)
Proximity to lake (2)
Support local business (2)
Manufacturing
Senior housing
Expand assets
Retail
Festivals
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Recreation, Arts, and Social Services
Organizations
Government Affairs
NE School District Board and Administration
NECF Board Members

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spire Institute
Need leadership
Increase job opportunities
Increase outdoor activities
Investing in North East
Fishing
Farming
Tourism
Restaurants
Jobs

Threats
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drug use (7)
Poverty (2)
Empty storefronts (3)
Limited programs for youth (3)

Businesses and Wineries

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of leadership (3)
Lack of downtown activities (2)
Losing too many community events (2)
Lack of cultural diversity (2)
Lack of public transportation
Lack of community center
Lack of childcare
Lackluster beach

Recreation, Arts, and Social Services
Organizations

•
•
•

Changing demographics
Unwilling to change
Unwilling to work together

Government Affairs

•

Job loss

NE School District Board and Administration

•
•
•

Lack of resources
Big box retail
Lack of involvement

NECF Board Members

•
•

Drug use (3)
Poverty (2)

Religious Leaders

Community Groups

Slum landlords
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Aging infrastructure
Changing climate
Lack of industry
Drifting teens
Weather dependent farmers
Aging community

Quality of Life
Table 3, community stakeholders rated the overall quality of life, and by age group. On a scale
from 0 (not applicable) and 1 (very low) to 5 (very high), business stakeholders rated the overall
quality of life for individuals in North East to be of a high level, or an average of 4.08. Quality of life
for different age groups range from 3.16 (ages 19-30) to 3.89 (ages 56-75). Based on comments
captured, there seems to be a lower quality of life for younger age groups due to less activities
available and fewer sustainable job opportunities.

Table 3: Quality of Life (QOL)
Overall QOL
QOL 76+
QOL 56-75
QOL 31-55
QOL 19-30
QOL 18 and under

N
38
36
36
31
31
33

Mean
4.08
3.64
3.89
3.52
3.16
3.39

Min
3
2
2
2
2
1

Max
5
5
5
5
5
5

St. Dev.
0.578
0.867
0.622
0.769
0.779
0.966

Table 4 shows a breakdown of comments regarding quality of life, the most notable (and
recurring) being:
Lake Access (6)
Family Friendly (6)
Strong Community (5)
Small Town Atmosphere (5)
Great School System (5).
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Table 4: Stakeholder Comments on QOL

Overall Quality of Life

QOL 76+

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

QOL 56-75

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comments
Lake access (6)
Family friendly (6)
Strong community (5)
Small town atmosphere (5)
Great school system (5)
Local businesses (3)
Cost of living (3)
Restaurants (2)
Wineries (2)
Safe community (2)
Friendly residents (2)
Traffic
Strong manufacturing
Need live music
Low crime
Lack of job opportunities
Lack of community events
Downtown
Near larger cities
Housing
Senior living (5)
Meals on wheels (3)
Senior center (2)
Activities for elderly (2)
Lift
Engagement with younger generation
Options for aging adults
Income services
Need public transportation
Churches
Restaurants
Healthcare
Need more activities
Outdoor activities
Great retirement area
Entertainment theatre
Putt-putt
Wineries
Brewery
Assisted living
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

QOL 31-55

QOL 19-30

•
•

QOL 18 and under

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Need biking trails
Need more activities (5)
Travel for employment
Address childcare concern
Improve areas for water access
Stronger performing arts program
Lack of retiring jobs
Family friendly
Good housing
Good schools
Lack of white-collar jobs
Need more activities (4)
Need more job opportunities (2)
Good schools
Variety of homes
Family friendly
Not many sustainable options
Not enough to keep younger
generation in town
Need affordable housing
Need guide for younger generation
Sports programs (4)
Good schools (4)
Need more activities (2)
Young people unwilling to work local
jobs
Church groups
Community center
Dog park

Future Planning
Overall, Table 5 shows that North East stakeholders believe future planning is important in
the success of the community.

Table 5: Importance of Future Planning
Importance of future planning

N
39

Mean
4.72

Min
3

Max
5

St. Dev.
0.560
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Table 6 shows that most people believe that the North East Chamber of Commerce (11) is
fulfilling the role currently, followed North East Community Founding (6), Township (5), Borough
(5), and there is no leadership currently (5) along with several other comments.
The majority of people responded that the North East Chamber of Commerce (10) should be
fulfilling the role in the future.

Table 6: Stakeholder Comments on Importance of Future Planning

Who do you feel is currently
fulfilling the role of North East
community planning?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who do you think should be in
this role?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comments
North East Chamber (11)
NECF (6)
Township (5)
Borough (5)
No one at the moment (5)
School district (4)
Downtown partnership (4)
Government (2)
Planning commission
Chamber of Commerce (10)
Township (8)
Borough (6)
Churches (3)
NECF (3)
Paid government officials (2)
Stakeholder collective
Regional redevelopment authority
School district

Quality of Community Aspects
Table 7 includes scaled responses regarding a variety of community aspects on a scale from
0 (not applicable) and 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent), ranging from 2.75 (availability of high-quality
childcare) to 4.38 (fire and EMS services). Stakeholders rated most community aspects in the ‘good’
to ‘very good’ range, with some areas to improve upon (availability of high quality childcare – 2.75).
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Table 7: Quality of North East Community
Education
Availability of high-quality childcare
Local government
Fire and EMS services
Police and Public Safety
Access to health care
Appearance of the downtown
Retail business and shopping choices
Access and variety of food
Culture, entertainment and events
Children’s activities
Parks and water access
Adequate outdoor activities
Handicap accessibility
Adequate infrastructure and services
Community involvement and
volunteerism
Agriculture
Adequate housing
Employment opportunities

N
37
28
37
40
38
38
38
39
39
38
33
38
37
32
39

Mean
4.16
2.75
3.27
4.38
3.87
4.08
3.39
3.00
3.31
3.21
3.42
3.79
3.30
3.47
4.08

Min
3
0
1
2
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

Max
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

St. Dev.
0.602
1.206
0.932
0.925
.991
0.712
0.946
0.973
1.030
1.166
1.062
0.963
1.051
0.915
0.774

37

3.46

2

5

1.043

40
36
36

4.38
4.38
3.31

3
3
1

5
5
5

0.705
0.705
0.889

Table 8 includes comments from stakeholders regarding community aspects of Table 7.
The following are some highlights:
•

The education system seems to be of good quality (11); however, the post-secondary
options are lacking (3). The community offers very limited options for high quality
childcare (11).

•

Local government seems to be doing a good job (5), though communication is lacking
(2), and there is little planning for the future (2).

•

Fire and EMS services are doing a great job (9), many stakeholders believe it would be
smart of consolidate the Fire and EMS departments (6) to make the process more
efficient.

•

Police and public safety seem to be adequate for a small town (5), providing good
response time (3), and making community members feel safe (3).
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•

Access to healthcare seems to be adequate; North East provides a variety of
healthcare options (7) though it may not be convenient for all types of insurance (2).

•

The appearance of downtown seems to be lacking, due to empty storefronts (7), and
the need to be redeveloped (7), however the downtown has a great park (5).

•

Retail business and shopping choices in North East do not have much variety (6), but
the selection is sufficient for a small town (6), the addition of Lollie & Co has made a
big impact on the community (4).

•

Most stakeholders believe the access to food and the variety seem to be enough for
the North East community (7), however some individuals believe there is not enough
variety (3), and there are not enough places open on Monday (3).

•

Cultural entertainment and events consisted of Winefest (7), outdoor concerts (5),
and Cherry Fest (5), this aspect of the community could be improved upon, offering
new events and creating a different variety the community can choose from.

•

Children’s activities mainly consist of sports (4), picnic in the park (3), library
programs (2), recreation commission (2), school programs (2), and art council (2).
Some stakeholders responded that the children’s activities in North East needs
improvement (3).

•

There seems to be many options for residents in North East in the way of park and
water access, many believe that North East has great water access (5), Freeport
Beach (5), Gravel Pit (2), Gibson Park (2) and many other locations mentioned. There
are potential opportunities for more biking paths and walking trails (9), and most feel
that the community has adequate handicap access (10).

•

Many community members are satisfied with the infrastructure and services offers
(10); improving recycling was also mentioned (2).

•

When asked about community involvement and volunteerism, the majority
responded there were sufficient number of volunteers (9), there were several people
that said more volunteers were needed (6), and that there should be more
opportunities to volunteer (3).

•

Comments regarding agriculture mentioned that North East has plenty of farms (7),
and that the grape industry is strong (4).

•

Several stakeholders believe that North East lacks affordable, quality rental units (6),
and there is a need for a quality assisted living facility (4).
There needs to be more employment opportunities (5) that are paying livable wages,
as there are too many low paying jobs (3).

•
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Table 8: Stakeholder Comments on Quality of North East Community

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comments
Good school district (11)
Post-secondary below average (3)
K-12 average (2)
Guidance for high school graduates
School board pushes their own agenda
High quality teachers
Address the issue of poverty
Challenging curriculum
Limited options (10)
Need affordable options
Lack of adequate child care makes raising a child in
North East difficult
Parents rely on summer recreational activities for
partial child care
Borough/Township doing good job (5)
Do not hear much about local government (2)
No future vision (2)
Not familiar with local process (2)
Informative website
Needs more participation
Needs variety of people
Prioritize bringing business back to North East
Supervisors and employees have conflicting interests
Plans not followed through
Changes take forever to be implemented
Great snow blowing, tar chipping, moving dirt
Non-existent borough leadership
Need more communication
Access to public facilities
Great (9)
Consolidate Fire/EMS departments (6)
Need more volunteers (3)
Responsive (2)
Dedicated volunteers (2)
Efficient
Cherry Festival funding in limbo

•
•

Adequate for small town (5)
Good response (3)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education

•

Availability of high quality childcare

•
•
•
•

Local Government

Fire and EMS services

Police and Public Safety
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access to health care

Appearance of the downtown

Retail business and shopping choices

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Great, feel safe (3)
Interact well with children in community (2)
Need more community involvement (2)
Borough police expand to service the township (2)
Appropriate resourcing
Need a public safety director
Police operate without checks and balances
Bring back police blotter
EMA never available
Overstaffed
Issue with coverage at Freeport Beach
Needs stronger leadership
More transparency
Focus on drug epidemic
Good access to variety of healthcare resources (7)
Not convenient for all types of insurance (2)
Need AHN and UPMC
Great lab access
Support local agencies
Need closer hospital
Need more vision services
Need services for uninsured
Town does not have ability to influence access to
healthcare
Empty storefronts (7)
Downtown needs to be redeveloped (7)
Great park (5)
Clean (3)
Flowers (3)
Declining (3)
Lolly’s
Boston Bean
Special Events
Improvements being made
Not much variety (6)
Good for small town (6)
Lollie & Co (4)
Improving storefronts
People do not come to North East to shop
Difficult with BigBox and Amazon
Hard to get local community to support local
business
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Access and variety of food

Culture, entertainment and events

Children’s activities

Parks and water access

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Upkeep storefronts
Good variety (7)
Limited (3)
Not many restaurants open on Monday (3)
Need more diversity (2)
Bigbox restaurant
Sander’s is great
More access to fresh local foods
Affordable
Need more restaurants like Skunk and Goat
Winefest (7)
Erie Philharmonic concerts (5)
Cherry Fest (5)
Great job providing entertainment for adults (3)
Limited, available in nearby cities (2)
Picnic in the park (2)
Need more events, new ideas
Art council
Light up the park at Christmas
Sports (4)
Improving, needs more activities (3)
Picnic in the park (3)
Above average (2)
Library programs (2)
Recreation commission (2)
School programs (2)
Art council (2)
Nothing to do
Need volunteers
Unity park
MOPS
Missoula
Railway station
Freeport beach (5)
Good water access (5)
Gravel pit (2)
Marina (2)
Gibson park (2)
Freeport beach needs some work (2)
Needs developed (2)
Hallie Reid park (2)
Bull’s Dam
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Adequate outdoor activities

Handicap accessibility

Adequate infrastructure and services

Community involvement and
volunteerism

Agriculture

Adequate housing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heard park (2)
Biking/hiking paths needed (2)
Partly private beach is odd
North East Conservation park
Great location for recreation
Bull’s Dam needs some work
20-mile park needs some work
Eat Reservoir
Need public pool
Creekside park
Need more bike/walk trails (9)
Bull’s Dam hike (2)
Advertise locations more (2)
Beaches
Parks
Adequate (10)
Churches are accessible
Downtown working on accessibility
Limited
Transportation
Beach access needed
Happy with services (10)
Work on recycling (2)
Aging infrastructure
Combine town and township
Expensive
Elderly housing
Close to medical facilities
Adequate community volunteers (8)
Volunteers needed (6)
Many opportunities to get involved (3)
Advertise opportunities more
Some people would rather donate
Plenty of farms (7)
Grape industry is strong (4)
Expand farmers market (2)
Protect agricultural areas (2)
Agricultural community (2)
Changing agricultural scene
Threatened by development
Needs more tourism orientation
Lacking quality rental units (6)
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Employment opportunities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Need quality assisted living (4)
Develop unfinished neighborhoods (2)
Need low income housing (2)
Stricter standards for landlords (2)
Need personal care
Needs more condos and townhomes
Need affordable housing options
Landlords control too much
Good variety of single family dwellings
More opportunities (5)
Low pay (3)
Needs more opportunities in all areas (2)
Few “white-collar” jobs (2)
COVID does not help (2)
No rush to grow
Need jobs for skilled professionals
No higher end jobs available

Stakeholder Thoughts Regarding the North East Community
Table 9 includes more feedback regarding the North East community, such as where is the
community today, is North East family friendly, and if stakeholders know anything about the North
East Community Foundation (NECF).
Rating on a scale from behind [1], where we should be [2], and ahead [3], stakeholders rated
the community at 1.70, which falls between “behind” and “where we should be.”
Stakeholders rated family friendliness on a scale from no [1], undecided [2], and yes [3].
The average score was a 3.00 meaning nearly everyone who responded believes North East is a
great place to live and raise a family.
Asking if stakeholders knew much about the NECF, on a scale from 0 (nothing at all) to 5
(very familiar with the NECF), on average community members rated their knowledge of the NECF
at 3.15 or “somewhat familiar” with the NECF.

Table 9: Feedback on North East Community & NECF
N

Mean

Min

Max

St. Dev.
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Where is North East today as a
community?
Is North East family friendly?
How much do you know about
the North East Community
Foundation and our mission?

10

1.70

1

3

0.949

36

3.00

3

3

0.000

34

3.15

0

5

1.374

Table 10 includes comments from survey responders regarding other community aspects
and future planning.

Table 10: Feedback on North East Community, Future Planning and the NECF

Where is North East today as a community?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is North East family friendly?

Where do you believe North East should be in 5-15 years?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feedback
Room for improvement (14)
Great community (4)
Declining (3)
Need long term plan
We are where we should be
Take advantage of location
Promote assets
Preserve agricultural roots
Yes (9)
Variety of community events (2)
Not very open to outsiders
No
If you get involved
Downtown need improvements (8)
Refreshed infrastructure (3)
More tourism (3)
More restaurants (2)
Agricultural base (2)
Develop performing arts (2)
Better job opportunities (2)
Cooperative community (2)
Need business park
Need assisted living facility
Need to attract young families
Create a regional development
authority
Attracting visitors
More inclusive
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What do you believe is the best approach for our
community to get there?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How much do you know about the North East Community
Foundation and our mission?

Have you ever requested a grant from the North East
Community Foundation?
If yes, what was your experience?
What do you think the role of the North East Community
Foundation

What do you think the North East Community
Foundation’s role should be in the future?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve housing stock
Reducing poverty
Reducing unemployment
Community involvement (6)
Create redevelopment authority (4)
Communication (3)
Strategic planning (2)
Improve leadership (2)
Grants (2)
Improve downtown
Teamwork
Hire design consultant for senior
community
Investing
Visioning
High speed internet
Transportation
More career opportunities
Be aggressive
Need desire to expand
Volunteers
Somewhat familiar with foundation and
mission (5)
Unsure about foundation and mission
(5)
Familiar with the foundation and
mission (4)
Appreciate funding (2)
Informative website
Need more information
Yes (17)
No (9)
Easy process (13)
Funding local initiatives (16)
Build a better community (7)
Plan for the future of North East
Community resource
Investing in and planning the future of
North East (15)
Improve infrastructure
Improve art and cultural offerings
Encourage new business startups
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What steps do you believe the Foundation should take to
get there?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is there anything you believe the North East Community
should be taking into consideration as part of the
Foundation’s strategic planning process?

•
•
•
•
•
•

Offer non-profits more resources
Increase communication in the
community
Continue to support non-profits
Collaborate with Sustain North East
Create method of communication
between community members
Have clear mission and deliverables
Continue to support community (4)
Build relationships with local
organizations (2)
Develop clear goals and focus (2)
Gather information from community
stakeholders (2)
Research similar communities
Market NECF
Use chamber staff to coordinate and
build North East
Develop plan for Mercyhurst property
Add diversity to the community
Build an endowment
Re-open chamber of commerce
Explore other potential opportunities
Hold a meeting with all organizations
Have a storefront for NECF
Continue to support the community (4)
Take advantage of North East assets (2)
Strategic plan for the community (2)
Things that add strength to family
health
Town meeting
Be transparent with the community
Allow input from the community
Doing a great job
Meet with grants recipients to discuss
needs and ask for input
Increase community participation

4.0 Stakeholder Session Findings
In addition to the surveys, several stakeholder discussion sessions were conducted from
March, through May. Attendees were invited in groups under broad categories which best
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represented their interest and their “stake” in the future success of North East as a
community.
Members of the NECF Strategic Planning Task Force facilitated and sat-in on each session,
mostly to listen to the discussion and to ask questions for clarification of key points.
Each session took place at a central location downtown (“The Skunk & Goat”) from 7:30-9:00
am. In those 90 minutes, each session started with a common discussion of each group’s
highlights from their SWOT analysis in the survey. From there, the facilitator followed the
lead of the group in discussions related to planning, community needs and the role of the NE
Community Foundation. (As a result, each session was unique in nature and notes from each
session may be found below.)
Throughout the process (and with input from such a diverse group of stakeholders) a
“parking lot” technique was often used to acknowledge and capture unanticipated issues
identified in the course of discussions. These may prove to be specific to (and considered
important to) certain stakeholders, but not necessarily applicable to the NECF’s strategic plan.
The parking lot items (where applicable) may be found at the end of each set of session notes.

Chamber of Commerce, Downtown, Sustain and Advance North East Session
●

Strengths
○

Stand-Alone Community

○

Strong Commercial Diversity

○

Geo-Strategic Location
■

●

“Trifecta” between Pittsburg, Buffalo and Cleveland

Weaknesses
○

Looking through “rose-colored” glasses as a community

○

Many established, long-standing families have left

○

Borough is 90% built-out

○

In 2010 43% of population was non-owner transient
■

○

Much of that is low-income

Volunteer base is aging
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○

●

●

Many are stuck with a NIH (Not Invented Here) mentality, resistant
to any change

Opportunities
○

Open storefronts for new businesses

○

Real Estate market is in-tact and prices are stable

○

NE can be an attraction/venue for many purposes, taking advantage
of our “hometown” atmosphere

○

SPIRE

○

We have the ability to become organized

○

Support (Funding) could be transformational

○

There is great support and working relationships with Borough and Township

○

There is a tremendous opportunity if we can promote our natural resources

Threats
○

No activities for kids/teens

○

Our manufacturing base is leaving or being acquired

○

Continued Drain – from people moving out

○

Lack of amenities to retain families

○

Need to manage “wear and tear” on buildings (encourage landlords
to keep up maintenance)

○

How do we engage younger population to become actively involved?

Planning
●

Need “ego-less” organizational structure, focused on the community

●

Where do people go with questions or ideas?

●

What is the future role of the Chamber, DNE, Sustain/Advance NE, and Parks
& Recreation?

●

What is the current role of the Borough and Township? What are their
future roles?
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●

How do we create a “Center of Excellence” for North East? (It is missing at
present and is needed)

What Should be the Role of the NECF?
●

Coach / Facilitator

●

Coordinator

●

Providing expertise in the connection of funding streams

●

“Jiminy Cricket” as the conscience of North East, to protect our future

●

Cheerleader for the community

●

Marketing resource for all things North East

Public Safety Stakeholder Session
●

●

●

●

Strengths
○

Enduring as a community

○

Farmer’s market

Weaknesses
○

Lack of chamber

○

Complacent beyond annual events

○

Struggle between retail and wineries

○

Little Collaboration

Opportunities
○

History

○

Tourism

○

Restaurants

○

To be like Finger Lakes (Elliottv.LLE)

○

Potential investment with people ≤ 40

Threats
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○

Nothing for kids
■

○

Need opportunities

No appealing locations for investment

Planning
●
●

Who is in charge?
Who should be?
○
Consolidated approach
○
Maybe NECF
○
Maybe SBDC
○
Maybe Incubator

●

Need to communicate better
○
Tell the NE story

●

Need to uncover problems

Child Care
●
●
●

Major need not currently affordable
Need providers
Need awareness CCW

NECF
●
●

Easy
Customer Centric

Parking Lot
●
●
●
●

Need for affordable retail space
Need for more modern housing
Consolidation of resources
4 Season Park
○
Heard / Gravel Pit

Winery Stakeholder Session
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●

Strengths
○

●

●

●

Diversity of Purpose

Weaknesses
○

Need jobs

○

Two governments for only 20,000 people

Opportunities
○

Potential for consolidated services

○

“Diamond in the Rough” (Need to tell the story)

Threats
○

Borough built-out

●

Need Greenspace

●

Need to be able to promote NE
○
Support from PennDoT
○
Shortman Road
○
Welcome Center
○
Maybe a “Virtual Overlook”?

●

Chamber should be revisited
o
Need relationship between the ERCGP and NECC
o
Expensive for merchants
o
Need a one-stop shop for businesses

●

Need to consider hiring a paid expert
o
Everyone who is already helping is so busy

●

Need to communicate better
○
Tell the NE story
○
Need support for the wineries to communicate and to promote NE

Parking Lot
o

T-Mobile “Tech-Over”

Child Care
●

Major need not currently affordable
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●
●

Need providers
Need awareness CCW

NECF
●
●

Easy
Customer Centric

Parking Lot
●
●
●
●

Need for affordable retail space
Need for more modern housing
Consolidation of resources
4 Season Park
○
Heard / Gravel Pit

School District Stakeholder Session Notes
●

Strengths
○

Geographical advantages

○

Tax base

○

Quality of school
■

○

○

People
■

Volunteerism

■

Partnerships

Access to recreation
■

●

●

#2 behind Fairview

Parks loop - biking limited

Weaknesses
○

Split City/County, Boro/Township

○

48% of students on free/reduced lunch

Opportunities
○

Grants for infrastructure improvement

○

Welcome
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●

○

Share to gain

○

Project Day

○

LERTA

Threats
○

Erosion of beaches

○

Poverty (hidden)

○

Increased special needs

●

Need to connect NECF closer to school district
○
How to access resources in NE
■
Laundry day

●

Parking Lot
○
Cares Act
○
HVAC
○
Building Repairs
○
Multipurpose
○
Tech infrastructure
○
Future of heard
○
NE Education Foundation
○
How to support unaccompanied youth
○
Child Care
○
Not enough in NE
■
Affordable?
■
YMCA
●
Before and After School are needed
○
Need to conduct assessment to define the real need
○
Transportation
■
NE ride services

Community and Social Services Stakeholder Session
●

Strengths
○

People who move here stay

○

Location

○

Lots of things going for it for a small town
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●

●

●

○

Everything in a community setting

○

Friendly community

○

Folks coming back

Weaknesses
○

Retirement

○

■
Coming back
Age diversity in future

Opportunities
○
Empty store front
■
Maybe free rent
Threats
○
Store fronts maybe don’t put best foot forward
○
Waning age culture

●

Community needs a hub
○
Formerly was chamber
•
Still should be the chamber
●
Don’t know - lots of rumors
●
Maybe better communication through the paper

●

School and Government
○
Serving as leaders and planners
•
Maybe not their role
•
Doing what they can
●
Maybe support

●

What is the role of the NECF?
•
NECF should have a physical presence
•
Hub for all things NE
•
Have a revitalization expert on-staff
•
Assist with grant writing

●

Library – Build on kids’ programs

●

Poverty is an issue needing attention
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●

NE does not know if it wants to be vibrant or if it wants to die

●

Teen population at rise
○
Needs attention

●

Need access to our natural resources

●

Parking Lot
○
NECF – Be careful not to lose your heart or forget your mission
○
Make opportunities available to all
•
No shame
○
Relationship mentoring for youth
•
Big Brother/Big Sister
○
Patio homes

Council of Churches Stakeholder Session
●

●

Strengths
○

Great small-town atmosphere

○

“Slice of Americana”

○

Great natural resources

○

Great school

○

Diversity of weather

○

July- Cherry Festival

○

September- Wine Festival

○

Railway Museum

○

Gibson Park - Downtown sidewalks

Weaknesses
○

Industry

○

Weather

○

Taxes
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●

●

○

Poverty

○

No signal

○

Lack of access to resources/transportation

○

Tight community

○

Tough for outsiders

○

NIH (Not Invented Here) mentality

Opportunities
○

Planning

○

Agri-tourism - grape event

○

Logisitics

Threats
○

Tension between AG and Industry

○

How to maintain balance?

○

“Catch-22”

○

Want to grow vs Don’t need/want to grow

Planning/Leadership/Vision
●

Who?
○
○
○
○

Farmers
Public Safety
Chamber and Business Owners
Council and Township

●

Need Strategic Support for New Businesses
○
Economic Support/Mentoring

●

Benchmarking Successful Communities
○
Need to market/communicate

●

Need for an Entry Point /POC

●

Connected Generations
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○
●

Youth-Elderly

Advance North East

Borough and Township Stakeholder Session
●

Strengths
○

Self Sufficient
■

●

“County sees line ending a Harborcreek”

○

Independent – Code, Water and Sewer does not outsource

○

Small town atmosphere

○

Agricultural Community

○

Diverse – With Manufacturing

○

Govt leaders (Township & Borough) working in collaboration

○

Good relationships with neighboring communities

Weaknesses
○

Communication
■

Secrets

■

Grudges – situations that no longer exist and even in
situations where people can’t remember the actual
circumstances, they are still mad

●

○

Lack of Vision – Planning

○

Trapped by previous decisions made
■
Agricultural preservation in perpetuity
■
Deed restrictions

○

Lack of interest

○

No affordable starter housing

Opportunities
○
Endless
○

Great base of people who care about the community
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■

5.0

How do we access them?

○

Spire

○

Infrastructure possibilities are close to real

●

Threats
○
Lack of information on issues
○
Lack of civic engagement
○
Perception of Borough vs. Township
■
Yellow vs. Orange
■
Gray vs. Red

●

Planning
○
Need a consortium approach
○
NECF to serve as facilitator
○
Need to engage more people
○
Need to be real and reasonable

●

Parking Lot
○
Ag rights vs. Development
○
Landlords may not be motivated to keep their buildings up to shape
○
Potential for a NE Land Bank?
○
Leadership Academy for those considering public service
○
Lakeview patio homes near Lake View Golf Course
○
Infrastructure south of I-90
○
Need involvement in the development of the next comprehensive plan
○
Need for and want to maintain slow growth

Next Steps
This effort was designed to collect information from a variety of stakeholders by asking a
consistent set of questions in a defined survey format and by conducting an open
discussion among members of specific stakeholder groups.
This report is intended to capture that information without judgement or assessment,
providing the resources necessary for the North East Community Foundation’s strategic
planning task force to evaluate the data collected, in the development of a strategic plan
for the NECF, as the foundation works to position itself, in order to best support the North
East Community in the years and decades ahead.
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There are five basic steps in the strategic planning process
1.

Determine the Organization’s Strategic Position.

2.

Identify and Prioritize Organization’s Goals and Objectives.

3.

Develop a Strategic Plan.

4.

Execute and Manage the Plan.

5.

Review and Revise the Plan.

The Process should always be Real and Reasonable in nature.
•

Involving that input from key stakeholders

•

Involving processes for data collection and evaluation which are objective in nature,
and consistent in image, identity and message

•

In keeping with the outcomes identified by the NECF Board

Once the steps in the process have been identified by the task force, they will be presented
to the organization for input and buy-in. (This helps everyone in the organization believe
they are part of the process or at least aware of the process underway.)
When complete, the NECF shall publish its strategic plan as a roadmap for the future of the
foundation and plans to share the information with each of the individuals and
organizations involved in the process.
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Appendix A: Cover Letter and Survey Sent to Stakeholders
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March __, 2021
Name
Title
Company
Address
North East, PA 16428

Dear Name;
The North East Community Foundation’s Board of Directors has embarked on a strategic planning process to
help the Foundation draft its next chapter and to help the North East community realize its potential for
future generations. The NECF has grown our assets from an idea to assets of more than $8 Million; our next
milestone of a $20 Million fund would allow us to award grants to worthwhile local organizations, events and
causes, totaling more than $800,000, on an annual basis.
As part of that process, the Foundation is holding a number of strategy sessions with key community
stakeholders to help us better understand the mission of their organizations, what is important to their
constituents, and how we may develop a working relationship focused on the future of our hometown.
You are cordially invited to attend a strategy session in the Skunk & Goat restaurant on _________, March __, from
7:30 to 9:00 a.m. We have great respect for the value of your time and we will ask for no more than 60-90 minutes.
During that session we would appreciate hearing your candid thoughts, learning more about what you do, as
well as your community and charitable efforts.
We’re interested in learning what you might know about the NECF, what we might be able to do better and most
importantly, how we might be able to work more closely together to help North East evolve and grow, while
maintaining the history and heritage of our treasured hometown, in Grape Country, on the shore of Lake Erie.
In advance of our meeting, please take a few moments to complete the attached questionnaire and please
bring it with you on the ______th. We are interested in your first impressions and “top-of-mind” thoughts, as
we conduct our research.
Thank you in advance for your willingness to participate in this process and for your commitment to the
future of our beloved community.
We will look forward to meeting with you on _______day, March _____, at 7:30 a.m. Should you have any
questions in the interim, please call Melissa Fisher at 814-882-5594.
Sincerely,
The members of the NECF Strategic Planning Task Force

Billy Lewis, Dan Adamus, Deb Phillips, Jennifer Smith, Melissa Fisher, Vern Frye
Attachment

Stakeholder Questionnaire
Company/Organization: _______________________________________________
Contact Info:________________________________________________________
Name

Title

Phone

Email

Your Mission:_______________________________________________________
Your Audience/Constituency(ies):_______________________________________

____________________________________________________
Community SWOT Analysis – On a scale of 0-5, please rank each category when you think of
North East today. Please circle the number you believe to be most appropriate and please share a
couple thoughts which might best support your ranking. (As an example: Strengths – 4 –
I believe North East residents are very close-knit and will go out of their way to support each
other.)

Strengths 0 (We are not strong at all, as a community) 1

2

3

4 5 (We are very strong as a community):

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Weaknesses 0 (We have no weaknesses as a community) 1

2

3

4 5 (We have many weaknesses as a community):

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Opportunities 0 (We have many opportunities before us, as a community) 1

2

3

4 5 (We have few opportunities):

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Threats 0 (Our community faces no threats at this time) 1

2

3

4 5 (We have many threats before us, as a community):

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

How would you rate the quality of life in North East?

0

1

2

3

4

5

What factors influenced that score for you?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
How important is planning for North East’s future?

0

1

2

3

4

5

Who do you feel is currently fulfilling this role? How are they doing?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Who do you think should be? Why?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

When you think of North East today, how would you rate the quality of the
following?
Please rank each on a scale of 0-5, with 5 being the strongest. Support or expand score in the
space below.
Education. (Preschool, K-12 and Post-Secondary)

0

1

2

3

4

5

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Local Government & Leadership.

0

1

2

3

4

5

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Fire & EMS Services

0

1

2

3

4

5

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Police/Public Safety

0

1

2

3

4

5

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Access to Health Care (Medical, Dental and Vision)

0

1

2

3

4

5

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Appearance of the Downtown

0

1

2

3

4

5

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Retail Businesses and Shopping Choices

0

1

2

3

4

5

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Access to & Variety of Food

0

1

2

3

4

5

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Culture, Entertainment & Events

0

1

2

3

4

5

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Children’s Activities

0

1

2

3

4

5

_____________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Parks & Water Access

0

1

2

3

4

5

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Handicap Accessibility

0

1

2

3

4

5

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Quality of Life for Senior Citizens

0

1

2

3

4

5

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Community Involvement/Volunteerism

0

1

2

3

4

5

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Agriculture

0

1

2

3

4

5

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Adequate Housing

0

1

2

3

4

5

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Employment Opportunities

0

1

2

3

4

5

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Please take a moment to share your thoughts with us on the following
questions:
Where are we (North East) today as a community? Where we should be?

Behind?

Ahead?

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Where do you believe North East should be, as a community, in 5-15 years?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

What do you believe is the best approach for our community to get there?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
With “0” being “not familiar at all” and “5” being “extremely familiar”, How much do you know
about the North East Community Foundation and our mission? (0 1 2 3 4 5):
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Have you ever requested a grant from the NECF? (If yes, please tell us about it; If no, why not?)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
If yes, how was the experience? (Was it easy enough to apply? What did you think of the
approval process?)
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
What do you think the role of the North East Community Foundation (NECF) is today?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

What do you think NECF’s role should be in the future?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
What steps do you believe the Foundation should take to get there?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Is there anything you believe NECF should be taking into consideration as part of the
Foundation’s strategic planning process?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Thank you very much for completing this questionnaire.
We look forward to learning more you and your organization, as well as those you serve and support.
We will look forward to hearing your thoughts on our beloved hometown today and what next
steps you believe North East should be taking to help shape our future, as a community.

